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tion, and increased access to justice concerns. When other states 
and countries take notice of the results, they could ultimately 
follow and create a whole new era of law firm ownership and the 
practice of law.3

As leaders in the transformative legal industry, we must re-
main agile to adapt and thrive in the new environment. 

Ruby L. Powers is the founder of Powers Law Group, P.C., a 
full-service immigration law firm, and she is Board Certified in 
Immigration and Nationality Law. She authored American 
Immigration Lawyers Association’s “Build and Manage Your 
Successful Immigration Law Practice (Without Losing Your Mind).” 
She is a law practice management consultant and coach with 
Powers Strategy Group (www.rubypowers.com). She is a former 
candidate for public office, an advocate, and a regular author 
and media contributor on law practice management and 
immigration topics. Stay connected at https://www.linkedin.com/in/
rubypowers.
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or Microsoft Teams to conduct hearings during COVID-19, and 
some might continue to do so in the future.2 Some courts already 
allowed e-filings, which encouraged paperless practices, but for 
immigration courts, e-filing was used sparsely and inconsistent-
ly, which kept immigration firms still using paper filings. The 
digital accessibility agencies offer will continue to dictate how 
efficiently firms will be able to provide services to clients. 

Artificial intelligence
Law is among the slowest industries to adopt new technology, 
and likely it is related to the governmental agencies’ adoption of 
technology. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is being used in almost 
every new online tool, and you can expect to see a lot more in 
the future. Whether reviewing contracts, anticipating the next 
question from a prospective client on a chatbot, or helping draft 
a brief, AI is already here and firms must embrace and leverage 
this resource. 

Non-Lawyer Ownership
Amidst advancements in technology and societal shifts, it is hard 
to ignore that the legal market’s climate is changing on another 
front. The debate over the legal industry becoming available to 
non-lawyers has long been a point of contention. Recent court 
rulings in Utah and Arizona have us rethinking this standard, 
partly in response to calls for criminal justice reforms, innova-

The Post Pandemic Residential 
Foreclosure Landscape
By DominiqUe mArshALL vArner 

significantly declined.
Then came COVID-19. 
In a matter of weeks, the booming economy was forcibly 

stalled. Job losses were rampant, and by January 2021, almost 
three million borrowers in the U.S. (about 6% of mortgages) 
were in default and 2.3 million had entered a forbearance pro-
gram with their lenders. The CARES Act,1 passed on March 27, 
2020, provided for a six-month grace period—free of negative 
reporting and late fees—to virtually anyone who asked, fol-
lowed by another six months upon request. While the CARES 
Act grace period technically only applied to borrowers with 
“federally backed mortgage loans,” private lenders offered them 
as well. Those forbearance periods were later extended to June 
30, 2021,2 giving some borrowers the potential to avoid payment 
on their mortgage loans for up to twenty-one months from the 
start of the crisis, with the liability for the debt remaining intact. 
There is currently another proposal under consideration to pro-

In March 2020, residential foreclosures were at historically 
low levels. The economy was booming. The Federal Reserve 
was keeping interest rates perpetually low—a response to the 
2008 Great Recession. Property values continued year-over-

year recovery after the devastation caused by the 2007 housing 
market crash. While Texas, and the Houston area in particu-
lar, fared much better than the rest of the country during those 
years, 2008 to 2010 was an inordinately busy time for firms that 
specialize in the practice area of “default servicing,” i.e., foreclo-
sures, evictions, and creditor representation in bankruptcy court. 
The ensuing years were calmer, as the lessons learned from the 
housing crisis resulted in tighter underwriter standards and bet-
ter-quality mortgages. Struggling borrowers, having more equity 
in their homes, became more proactive by engaging with their 
lenders in programs to avoid foreclosure, known in the industry 
as “loss mitigation.” Foreclosures certainly didn’t go away, but by 
early 2020, the number of foreclosure postings each month had 
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gling borrowers during the Great Recession.  
Finally, the American Rescue Plan Act of 20215 has provided 

an unprecedented infusion of cash into the economy, much of it 
specifically directed towards various programs to assist home-
owners in avoiding default. While foreclosure attorneys cannot 
see the post-pandemic landscape with a set of clear binoculars 
just yet, we are optimistic that this time around, the tidal wave 
of anticipated foreclosures may turn out to be more of a steady 
trickle. 

Dominique Marshall Varner is a partner at Hughes Watters 
Askanase, LLP, where she co-manages the Default Servicing section 
of the firm. She is the current president of the Houston Bar Associa-
tion Auxiliary and co-chair of the Houston Bar Association Hay 
Center Committee.
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hibit servicers from initiating foreclosures until December 31, 
2021.3 While these directives have come to the rescue of millions 
of borrowers, the moratoriums will eventually end, resulting in 
the resumption of foreclosure activity on residential loans, many 
of which were in foreclosure before COVID-19.

So, what can we expect this time around? The avalanche feared 
by many government policy makers may not materialize. There 
are significant differences between 2008 and 2021. For one, 
mortgage loan servicers learned how to better process requests 
for help from borrowers. During the earlier crisis, they improved 
upon various tools for helping borrowers stay in their homes by, 
for example, streamlining the processing of loan modifications 
(where payments are reduced and/or the loan terms extended), 
or by allowing borrowers a less painful exit from their homes 
with short sales (the servicer accepts a payoff that is less than 
the debt owed), or by accepting a deed in lieu of foreclosure (the 
borrower conveys the property back in full or partial satisfaction 
of the debt). With foreclosures being on hold since March 18, 
2020, mortgage servicers have had plenty of time to fine-tune 
these loss mitigation options and will be much better prepared 
when the moratoriums end. 

Servicers are also subject to strict scrutiny under the Consum-
er Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”), a consumer protection 
watchdog, largely dormant during the Trump Administration, 
that has come roaring back to life. On March 31, 2021, the CFPB 
issued a bulletin that essentially warned mortgage servicers that 
they will be held accountable if they are unprepared for the wave 
of requests from borrowers for loss mitigation assistance once 
the forbearance periods are over.4 

Additionally, the pandemic has resulted in a severe housing 
shortage, which means property values are at an all-time high. 
Selling a property to avoid foreclosure (and retaining the equity 
in the process) is an option that was not available to many strug-

COVID’s Impact on Houston 
Commercial Real Estate
By CAssAnDrA mCgArveY 

primary concern is the cost of borrowed money to make purchas-
es. More cautious investors are opting to wait for the ideal market 
conditions and until they believe prices are at their lowest. These 
cautious investors are waiting for the recession and are prepared 
to spend when others are not. Even with market uncertainty, in-
creased residential development is supporting the development 
of shopping centers providing essential services. These shopping 
centers are particularly attractive to commercial investors when 
they are anchored with grocery stores, pharmacies, and other 
stores providing essentials. These centers will be successful be-

Commercial real estate has not normalized after the pan-
demic—either in transactions or in litigation. While I 
do not characterize the future of commercial real estate 
as bleak, I would say that the market reflects the uncer-

tainty that many business owners are feeling. This uncertainty is 
reflected in sales transactions, leases, and litigation. And the level 
of uncertainty varies based on the type of business and the loca-
tion of the business. 

Transactions remain in flux, but seasoned investors are actively 
making deals. Low interest rates are encouraging investors whose 
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